I don't mean to cause a misdemeanor or be a mean preacher, but I have a message for those of you who have chosen to be a cheater. They call me D-RoK and I'm here to insist that you consider the risks of cheating. You want to avoid a meeting with the dean of students. And, if that day ever comes where you got to see her, because you got caught for being a cheater. When I said you do not wanna meet her. Her words will be like a hot heat-seeker into your transcripts; and whether you believe it or not, that mark will be there forever.

Honestly, do you think Academic Dishonesty is worth the price you possibly might have to pay? The easy way is not always the right way. And for those of you who ignore your conscience, and the consequence, because you think my rap is nothing but a bunch of nonsense - just listen to me for a second I'm tryin' to help you out, so ease up on the tension, so we can establish a connection.

Is it really worth it to hear the worst words come out of her mouth? Expulsion; it means get out! There's no first, second or third strike, you heard right. Sometimes there's no second chance in life; no chance for a second fight.

Then you're gonna go home and post on your MySpace Bulletin, how you got yourself kicked out of Cal State Fullerton. In your mind resides the things that should've been, but you chose to be like those cheating hooligans. There's no more should've been, could've been, would've been, cuz once you make that mistake you can't go back.

That's why I go supportin' those who keep sportin' Academic Integrity. Blowing things out of proportion, here in the scorchin' heat flowin' to my beat. Tryin' not to be beat or be defeated. When my passion is gettin' heated tryin' to beat the system, not cheat it.

But remember, I'm not tryin' to be your mom or your pops by tellin' you not to do it. I'm just saying think before you go through it. I don't want to tell you what to do, because the choice is up to you. But remember, when the crossroads arrive which path will you take? And are you prepared to back up whatever decision you make?
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